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Washington, DC 20090-0555 

Mr. Jay and Jordan Sekulow, and Associates: 

 

Gentleman:        8-28-2017 

 

I am writing to petition you to consider working with me to bring suit against the United States 

Government for its part in the genocide of, to date, nearly 60 million of its citizens by means 

of “legalized” abortion.  The obvious reality of our nation’s guilt is not in question, and neither should the 

need to pointedly bring forth this accusation against our government be held in question with any reasonable 

(God fearing) mind.  

 

I am willing to play the part of the plaintiff in this law suit.  This letter is to query your 

willingness to act the part of prosecuting attorney. I believe, because of your reputation in respect to 

faith, practical ethics, obvious skill as lawyers, and because of the platform that the ACLJ offers, that you are 

best suited to spearhead this action. I respectfully request that having considered my petition that you 

communicate back to me.  For, if you decline this responsibility, then I must of necessity turn to another.  

 

I am tearfully sorry that either of us need to consider bringing such a suit against the government of our beloved 

country. Certainly, both our national founders, and the great bulk of the generations of our citizens who have 

worked to maintain this nation under God would never have intended that what has been such a noble people 

should ever have fallen to such a low moral standing.  None the less, there is no denying that we find ourselves 

guilty of the murder of nearly 60 million of our most innocent and defenseless citizens.  

 

I have very limited legal understanding, but I do possess a heart that understands the fear of God. I have no 

money, nor do I have many connections, but I do have a willingness of heart to act the plaintiff in this suit no 

matter what trial, and/or grief it may cause me.  

 

Firstly, I am asking of you men and your organization to take up this cause to publicly justify the Almighty in the 

wrathful judgment He will undoubtedly exercise against our nation if we refuse to repent. Beyond that, hoping 



for a merciful visitation of God upon our people and our nation’s institutions, perhaps this action might help to 

affect a much greater national sensitivity, of not only our guilt in respect to the murder of the pre-born, but also 

of our general guilt before God, and again, of YeHoVah’s justification for wrath against our people. Believing 

that by the mercy of God these convictions may sponsor a general turning from our many and vile points of the 

transgression of YeHoVah’s laws, to the open and broad acceptance of the Ever-Lasting Gospel and obedience 

in lifestyle.  Trusting that perhaps by His unfathomable mercy, as we take this step in expressing repentance for 

the grievous sin of terminating the lives of nearly 60 million of our citizens, that there may be a lessoning of the 

judgment due our people for the sin of the murder of these innocents, and other countless expressions of 

rebellion before the Sovereign of the universe.  For we will do well to remember that the Great Sovereign 

commanded: And if any mischief follow, then thou shalt give life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for 

hand, foot for foot, burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for stripe.  (Ex. 21:23-25 KJV)  

 

Jay, Jordan: What will the American landscape look like if we as a people fail to be responsible and execute 

judgment and in doing so bring ourselves under the mercy of God, but rather through apathy and rebellion incite 

the hand of God to reach forth and execute judgment upon our people commensurate to our sins? Will He not 

execute judgment equal to:  life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, 

burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for stripe?  And will not that rightful judgment dictate 

the demise of 60 million of our present population, and likely, unspeakable horrors for those that remain alive?  

Brothers, we must act.  We must never allow ourselves and our people to be brought to such a place where the 

Almighty strikes us in such wrath.  Would such wrath not be equal to, or perhaps even greater than the combined 

judgment exercised against Nazi Germany and the Empire of Japan during World War Two? 

 

I petition you to bring suit against the United States Government for its practice of genocide.  Which has affected 

damage upon our people, by allowing by the protection of law, (errant Supreme Court decisions, Roe vs Wade 

decision of 1973, and other subsequent decisions) and the promoting and propagating of the same by means of 

various forms of financial aide, the murder of nearly 60 million of its people through abortion.  

 

Damages this genocide has affected upon this people include, but certainly are not limited to: 

 

• The “legalized” termination of the lives of nearly 60 million American citizens.  (as of August 13th, 2017) 

• Brought the whole of the population of the United State into a position where we incite the possible 

wrath of Almighty God, which if executed by YeHoVah’, could by the standard of His own law mean the 

death of 60 million of our people.  

• The propagation of the open shame (which now exists both in the sight of YeHoVah’ our creator and all 

the nations of the world) that has been brought upon every American citizen by means of implication - 

that because of our status as citizens - that we may be thought of as supporting in any sense the vile 

and un-Godly act of the murder of the preborn, or any other form of murder.  

• The implication of supreme hypocrisy that the practice of abortion (the “legalized” murder of the pre-

born) brings upon every American citizen before our own sacred national document, our very own 

Declaration of Independence, which states that every soul of man is entitled by his or her creator with 

certain unalienable rights, among which are:  life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.  

• The open and unabashed devaluation of human life. 

• Exceeding promotion of a lawless and self-serving spirit among our people, thus encouraging 

disgruntled persons to murder any person whom they may be grieved with. 



• Exceeding promotion of the spirit of rebellion toward all law and forms of morality, and most obviously 

rebellion before the Supreme One, YeHoVah’ our creator.  

• “Legalized” abortion has partially empowered a generation to not bring forth children, thus creating the 

current low birth rate that cannot sustain our nation. This low birth rate in European nations is what has 

allowed for the immigration of such huge numbers of Muslims into Europe, and the conclusion of this 

is obvious: That of creating a situation where Muslim religion, culture, and law is beginning to dominate 

countries in Europe.  

• Empowered and promoted irresponsibility in the political arena, for if lawmakers care so little about the 

sanctity of life, why should they care about the general good of society, excepting what they feel affects 

their personal prestige and pocket book? 

• Empowered and promoted irresponsibility and deception among the media, for if media can give itself 

to fight for the right to murder their pre-born neighbor, why should they care to maintain integrity to 

fight to bring forth true and balanced reporting in other area of life? 

• Rather than giving women more freedom, abortion has led to their exploitation by men who no longer 

want the responsibility of providing for them or their children. 

• Some men feel they have been disenfranchised and powerless as they have no legal rights when it comes 

to abortion. 

• Abortion has not decreased the crime rate as advocates claimed would happen, the opposite is true. 

• Abortion of unwanted babies has not led to fewer victims of child abuse as claimed, numbers are in fact 

on the increase. 

• Opponents said legalizing abortion would be the slippery slope to the acceptance of infanticide and 

euthanasia, this has happened. 

• Abortion has done much to corrupt manhood. The traditional role of men has been to lead, provide, and 

protect. Abortion has played a part in fracturing that role for many men, leaving them confused as to 

what their role now is. 

• Dr. Philip G. Ney, head of the Department of Psychiatry at Royal Jubilee Hospital in Canada, has outlined 

some psychological mechanisms showing how abortion leads directly to child abuse.  

1. Abortion decreases an individual's instinctual restraint against the occasional rage felt toward 

those dependent on his or her care. 

2. Permissive abortion diminishes the taboo against aggressing [against] the defenseless. 

3. Abortion increases the hostility between the generations. 

4. Abortion has devalued children, thus diminishing the value of caring for children. 

5. Abortion increases guilt and self-hatred, which the parent takes out on the child. 

6. Abortion increases hostile frustration, intensifying the battle of the sexes, for which children are 

scapegoated. 

7. Abortion cuts the developing mother-infant bond, thereby diminishing her future mothering 

capability.  

• The US National Center of Child Abuse and Neglect, has reported that child abuse increased more than 

1,000 percent since the legalization of abortion in 1973. 

• Abortion most often impedes mother-child bonding in subsequent pregnancies. This can distort the 

relationship through many years and contribute to many of the problems seen in this generation which 

has described itself as lost, empty, and no good. 

• The breakdown in a relationship following an abortion usually has a harmful effect on a woman's future 

relationships. One affect abortion has on women is that they become increasingly hostile towards men. 

The mother may vent this hostility toward a son as he grows older. 



• Abortion promotes fatherless homes.  The effects of fatherless homes: 

1. 71% of teenage pregnancies are to children of single parents  

2. 63% of youth suicides are from fatherless homes  

3. 90% of all homeless and runaway children are from fatherless homes  

4. 71% of all high school dropouts come from fatherless homes  

 

 

YeHoVah’s Case and Attitude Toward A Nation Who 

Murderously Stands In Rebellion To Himself As Stated From His 

Own Words 

 

The Holy Scripture 

 
Nahum 3: 1-7 KJV 

 

Woe to the bloody city! (America) it is all full of lies and robbery; the prey departeth not; 

2 The noise of a whip, and the noise of the rattling of the wheels, and of the prancing horses, and of the 

jumping chariots. 3 The horseman lifteth up both the bright sword and the glittering spear: and there is a 

multitude of slain, and a great number of carcasses; and there is none end of their corpses; they stumble upon 

their corpses: Beware America, lest the noise of your enemy’s war equipment and ammunitions be heard upon 

your soil and your corpses found littering the ground. 

4 Because of the multitude of the whoredoms of the well-favored harlot, the mistress of witchcrafts, that 

selleth nations through her whoredoms, and families through her witchcrafts.  America has turn from 

YeHoVah’, who was to her a husband, to sharing her devotions and intimacy with every sort of lover (every form 

of idolatry). 

5 Behold, I am against thee, saith the LORD (YeHoVah’) of hosts; and I will discover thy skirts upon thy face, 

and I will shew the nations thy nakedness, and the kingdoms thy shame. 

6 And I will cast abominable filth upon thee, and make thee vile, and will set thee as a gazingstock. 

7 And it shall come to pass, that all they that look upon thee shall flee from thee, and say, Nineveh (America) 

is laid waste: who will bemoan her? whence shall I seek comforters for thee?   We who revel in our vileness 

and rebellion in the face of the God who birthed us as a nation and people, we need to call to mind it is also He 

who will bring us very low, for He will not be mocked!  

 

Isaiah 30:1-2 KJV 

 

Woe to the rebellious children, saith the LORD, (YeHoVah’) that take counsel, but not of me; and that cover 

with a covering, but not of my spirit, that they may add sin to sin: America the rebellious, who has thrown off 

the wisdom of its fathers who sought hard after the pleasure of God and brought forth this country as an 

extension of both the Gospel and the Law of God. A people who now teach their children that they are products 

of random acts of blind chance mutations in a purely mechanical universe, a people who came from nowhere 



and are going nowhere. Is it any wonder that darkness prevails among our people when so many of our people 

embrace such a ludicrous explanation of our origins? Yes, we have covered ourselves in our own blind and simple 

wisdom, and in so doing mounted sin on top of sin.   

2 That walk to go down into Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth; to strengthen themselves in the strength 

of Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of Egypt!  Egypt is a type of the wisdom and aide of man.  Yes, we have 

become a people who have embraced the ideologies and practices of humanism and greatly thrown off the 

knowledge and fear of God to glorify the corrupt wisdom of men. 

 

Is. 10:1a KJV 

 

Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees.    This is you America.  You, degree by law many things to be 

acceptable that YeHoVah’ hates, not the least of which is the murder of the pre-born. 

 

 

Zephaniah 3:1-5 KJV 

 

Woe to her that is filthy and polluted, to the oppressing city!  This is you America.  You have polluted yourself 

with every manner of corruption.  You have become lewd and vile, and in your lewdness oppression abounds. 

2 She obeyed not the voice; she received not correction; she trusted not in the LORD; (YeHoVah’) she drew not 

near to her God.   As religious as you are, even though above 70% of your people claim to be Christian, you do 

not obey YeHoVah’s commandments, you do not tremble at His word.  Most of your people draw near to God 

only in word, but in our hearts we are far from Him. 

3 Her princes within her are roaring lions; her judges are evening wolves; they gnaw not the bones till the 

morrow.   Civil  leadership in  America is often very corrupt. They most often prove to be self-serving, egotistical 

individuals that prove to be unwilling by reason of cowardice or self-oriented interests to do what is true and 

faithful.  

4 Her prophets are light and treacherous persons: her priests have polluted the sanctuary, they have done 

violence to the law.  America, a land filled with religion, where most of her people claim to be Christian, but 

who deny the power in true religion to do godliness that which is according to YeHoVah’s word.  A land filled 

with many pillow prophets who speak comforting, enticing words to the satisfaction of the many hearts who do 

not want to submit to God, to hearts that are self-willed.  America, whose preachers were once the very 

backbone of its society, now greatly feeds on the instruction of worthless individuals who coddle confused and 

weak-kneed people who are being deceived on their way to hell fire. Know this, preachers!  There is a butt 

kicking coming, and you who stand as representatives of YeHoVah’ and His word, but are unfaithful, you will be 

the first in line. I promise you, you will receive the greater condemnation. 

5 The just LORD (YeHoVah’) is in the midst thereof; he will not do iniquity: every morning doth he bring his 

judgment to light, he faileth not; but the unjust knoweth no shame.   America, who in the past has been the 

freest, the happiest, the most secure, having the greatest domestic tranquility, the wealthiest, the nation with 

the most solid and rewarding family life and marriages, a people who was renowned in the world for doing what 

is right, is now very quickly becoming the opposite of all those things in that she has abandoned her connection 

to the Everlasting Gospel and the Law of the eternal God.  YeHoVah’ alone is straight, he alone is righteous, He 

alone possesses true judgment, equity, justice, mercy, and peace.  Any people departing from or denying Him 

will come up short. Woe to that people! 

 

 



 

Isaiah 10:1-4 KJV 

 

Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that write grievousness which they have prescribed;  

2 To turn aside the needy from judgment, and to take away the right from the poor of my people, that widows 

may be their prey, and that they may rob the fatherless!  This is you America, you have become a people who 

deal in lies. From the ludicrous nonsense that our ancestors crawled out from a “pre-historic” slim pit, to the 

cover up of the reality that the New York Twin Towers was an inside demolition job, to the lie that declares men 

and women equal in reference to headship, to the lie that there can exist divorce without fault, to the unlawful 

perversion of civil law that declares the abomination of sodomy to be marriage, to the “legalized” murder of 60 

million of our people, and many, many lesser things. You have reject wisdom, and in your folly declared by force 

of law many unrighteous decrees, which have worked to demoralize and corrupt your people, and dishonor 

your God. 

3 And what will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the desolation which shall come from far? to whom will 

ye flee for help? and where will ye leave your glory? 

4 Without me they shall bow down under the prisoners, and they shall fall under the slain. For all this his anger 

is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.  What will you do America when your unfaithfulness to 

your God is brought to trial and you are convicted of being the unfaithful whore?  Who then will cause you to 

be fed to the full, who then will heal your wounds and diseases, who then will give light, direction, and purpose 

to your children, who then will protect you from your enemies both foreign and domestic?  If you do not turn 

from your backsliding and acknowledge the Almighty who birthed you as a people to promote the Everlasting 

Gospel and His laws, then you will be alone on the day of YeHoVah’s judgment,  you will on that day, beyond 

imagination stand desolate.  

 

 

Habakkuk 2:12 KJV 

 

Woe to him that buildeth a town with blood, and establishes a city by iniquity!      Abortion, the “legalized” 

murder of the pre-born, a billion-dollar annual business in the United states.   What can I say more then what 

YeHoVah’s word has said?  Woe to a people who build their economy with blood money!  Not to 

speak of the multi-billions in annual revenues from gambling, drugs, monies stolen from the productive by 

corrupt civil law to give into the hands of the irresponsible and lazy, etc.  

 

 

Ezekiel 24:6-14 ESV 

 

6 “Therefore thus says the LORD (YeHoVah’) God: Woe to the bloody city, (That bloody city is you America.  You 

have now “legally” murdered nearly 60 million of your own citizens) to the pot whose corrosion is in it, and 

whose corrosion has not gone out of it! Take out of it piece after piece, without making any choice. 

7 For the blood she has shed is in her midst; she put it on the bare rock; she did not pour it out on the ground 

to cover it with dust.  

8 To rouse my wrath, to take vengeance, I have set on the bare rock the blood she has shed, that it may not 

be covered.   American people, are we so naive as to think that the murder of the pre-born will not arouse the 

wrath of the creator and judge of all men?  Did not our countrymen experience a civil war that totaled the 

deaths of over 600,000 American citizens, and that because in their arrogant rebellion they transgressed 



YeHoVah’s law to the oppression of innocent men?  Do we honestly think He will forever wink at the 

abomination of the murder of the unborn?  

9 Therefore thus says the LORD (YeHoVah’) God: Woe to the bloody city! I also will make the pile great.  

10 Heap on the logs, kindle the fire, boil the meat well, mix in the spices, and let the bones be burned up. 

11 Then set it empty upon the coals, that it may become hot, and its copper may burn, that its uncleanness 

may be melted in it, its corrosion consumed.  

12 She has wearied herself with toil; its abundant corrosion does not go out of it. Into the fire with its 

corrosion!  

13 On account of your unclean lewdness, because I would have cleansed you and you were not cleansed from 

your uncleanness, you shall not be cleansed anymore till I have satisfied my fury upon you.  

14 I am the LORD. (YeHoVah’) I have spoken; it shall come to pass; I will do it. I will not go back; I will not 

spare; I will not relent; according to your ways and your deeds you will be judged, declares the Lord (Yehovah’) 

God.”  American people: I am a Watchman sent by YeHoVah’ to warn you. I cannot in any sense offer us 

assuredness, that even if we today would humble ourselves and turn from this and other points of wickedness, 

that YeHoVah’ will not still execute great judgment upon this people.  But, if we will be wise to humble ourselves, 

turning from our sins, admitting our arrogance and guilt before the Supreme One, crying out for His mercy, then 

perhaps a lessening of His judgment may occur. This American people, is my best judgment concerning you. Our 

guilt as a people stands before God, and His vengeance will be executed to the full unless we will humble 

ourselves, crying out in repentance, turning from our many forms of wickedness.  

 

 

Micah 2:1 KJV 

 

Woe to them that devise iniquity, and work evil upon their beds! when the morning is light, they practice it, 

because it is in the power of their hand.  Yes, because of the confusion, apathy, and rebellion of our fathers in 

recent generations the youth of today have inherited a quagmire of confusion, folly, and wickedness. None the 

less, Woe to those who although living in a permissible time lay on their beds imagining what evil they can get 

away with, even if their government, their preachers, their educators, and even their wayward parents allow 

them free coarse to do their evil.  Woe to those who practice evil, even if it is the norm of the day.  Even if it is 

held as socially correct, acceptable, and legal.   

 

 

Isaiah 3:11 

 

Woe unto the wicked! it shall be ill with him: for the reward of his hands shall be given him.  There is no way 

to escape the natural ramifications of the holocaust of abortion in America, nor of the many and grievous other 

abominations that we have in the past, and continue to practice. There is no such thing as murdering 60 million 

people, among the other many abominations we as a people commit and experience no negative consequences.  

However, there is a way to take away the guilt, and therefore receive pardon from our trespasses, and that is 

to surrender to the truth of the Gospel.  Believe on Yeshua the Messiah and you shall be saved. (Acts 16:31)  

 

 

Isaiah 1:16-20 

 

Wash you, make you clean; put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes; cease to do evil; 



17 Learn to do well; seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow.  If we 

will humble ourselves and turn from our wickedness.  If we begin to implement justice, equity, and honor. If we 

begin to do what is right as our fathers in generations past did, humbling ourselves each man and woman crying 

out to God for mercy, then, and only then is there any hope of the lessening of the judgment of God. 

18 Come now, and let us reason together, saith the LORD: (YeHoVah’) though your sins be as scarlet, they shall 

be as white as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.  He alone, through our lord Yeshua 

is able to forgive and to restore. (Jn. 3:16, Acts 4:12) For Yeshua alone has paid the payment for the sins of all men, 

(Rm.4:25, Rm. 5:6, Rm. 5:8, Rm. 8:32, 2 Co. 5:15, 2 Co. 5:21 Is. 53:4-5) and He alone reigns as king over the governments of 

the earth.  (Rev. 1:6) 

19 If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land: 

20 But if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall be devoured with the sword: for the mouth of the LORD hath spoken it.  

Mark my words, for they are in line with God’s words.  There will be no lessening of judgment without a true 

spirit of repentance proven with real genuine change of action and attitude. Nothing short of true repentance 

has any hope of lessening the judgment that is due this people. 

 

 

Isaiah 5:20 KJV 

 

Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put 

bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!  This verse is completely indicative of you, modern America. A country 

that even does its best to rewrite its history to take God out of it, and that rewrites the Bible to take gender 

(headship) out of it.   We are so perverted in our way that we refuse to call the sexes for what they were created 

to be.  What do you call this new upcoming abomination?  Transgenderism? We are doing our very best to 

pervert all the works of God.  We, who have been called to be a city set on a hill expressing the light of the 

Gospel and the Law of God to the nations of the earth, we purposely distort and deny the truth in a hundred 

ways.  But the day of our accounting is at hand.  Repent while there is some hope of the lessening of the 

judgment of God.  

 

An American Watchman, 

Gregory A DeHart 
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